PARIS AG and its division datango - selected for Fast Growth
Icons 2017
We are a member of the Fast Growth Icons Network
Berlin, June 13th, 2017 – Fast Growth Icons is the major invitation-only network for well-established, fast-growing businesses.

PRESS RELEASE

Reflecting our success and rapid growth, we are proud to be rewarded as one
of the most exciting and successful growth businesses of the future and be
selected for this exclusive network together with only a few other German
companies.
The qualification to become a member includes various strict conditions. Companies
have to show considerable traction in terms of revenue, users or funding. The typical
network member has revenues in excess of €15 mio. per year, and is growing at
over 50% year over year.
In the past years, Europe has been challenging the success of Silicon Valley and
maturing into a vibrant tech ecosystem. VC’s from across the globe recognize the
potential of many European tech hubs such as Berlin, London and Amsterdam. In
fact, Europe has been producing successful start-ups for many years now, however
the hurdles that we face of growing to a €100+ mio. business are still very high, but
Europe is playing catch up with the US in the unicorn creation tables.
Ben Fletcher, the founder of Fast Growth Icons, is impressed by the imposing
growth PARIS made during the last year: “We welcome PARIS as a member and
congratulate them for being selected - this is an exclusive achievement reached by
only a few German start-ups. We look forward to seeing their business flourish also
in the future and hope to support them by our network relationships.”
Sebastian Grodzietzki, Chief Growth Officer of PARIS, remarks: “We are very proud
to be awarded for our fast growth and become part of the Fast Growth Icons network. This is a great honour and we look forward to a great collaboration with members like trivago, Flixbus, or Babbel.”
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Brief profile of PARIS AG:
Robotics Intelligence Systems – provides leading technologies for process navigation and
optimisation, automation, documentation and e-learning. The solutions from PARIS AG and
its datango division support customers by providing targeted process guidance, staff training,
faster rollouts and smooth operation of enterprise applications. The solutions feature a context-sensitive navigation aid at the point of need and facilitate automatic generation of documentation, training materials, software simulations and e-learning environments in the live
system. As a result, PARIS enables businesses to reduce input errors and support costs,
while increasing user acceptance. Features supported by the datango performance suite are
an integral component of business processes and applications in companies of varying sizes
in a range of different sectors.
For more information:
PARIS AG
datango –
A division of PARIS AG
Daimlerstrasse 8a
41564 Kaarst
Germany
Sebastian Grodzietzki
- Chief Growth Officer
Tel.: +49 (0)2131-762010
Email: s.grodzietzki@paris-ag.com
www.paris-ag.com

Christina Misch
- Marketing
Tel.: +49 2131 76201 5003
Email: c.misch@paris-ag.com
www.paris-ag.com
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